PERIMETER SKIRTING DETAIL

DURATEMP SIDING

FOUNDATION VENT
LOCATED PER CODE

2X4 VERTICAL STUD @
16" O.C.

2X4 BOTTOM SILL STAKED
TO GROUND W/ 1" GAL.
SPIKES EVERY 5'-0" O.C., CUT TO FIT
BETWEEN PIERS

CRAWL SPACE ACCESS
MUST BE A MINIMUM
OF 18" X 24"

OUTRIGGER SKIRTING DETAIL

DURATEMP SIDING

FOUNDATION VENT
LOCATED PER CODE

2X4 VERTICAL STUD @
16" O.C.

2X4 BOTTOM SILL STAKED
TO GROUND W/ 1" GAL.
SPIKES EVERY 5'-0" O.C.

CRAWL SPACE ACCESS
MUST BE A MINIMUM
OF 18" X 24"